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   INFOSYS - 26th December 2004 

note: questions not in order 

1. Four children buy twenty toffees for twenty cents. One fudge costs 4 cents. 4 of another toffee 

costs 1 penny. 2 of another toffee costs 1 penny. How many of each toffee did the children buy? 

2. There is a five digit number. The second digit is 5 greater than the first. The sum of first and 

second is less than the third digit. The fourth digit is double the fifth. The fourth digit is half the third. 

Find the number. 

3. The age of one was half that of the other plus seven years. Ten years later when they married, the 

bride's age was now 30, but now was nine-tenths the age of the other. What was the bride-groom's 

age? 

4. A cube is painted. It is cut into 27 cubes. Find the number of cubes with: 

a. 3 sides painted 

b. 2 sides painted 

c. 1 side painted 

d. no painted sides 

5. A thief goes to a jewellery shop. He takes half of the diamonds plus 2 more. Another thief takes 

half of the remaining diamonds and two more. The third and fourth do the same. When the fifth 

arrives he sees only one diamond left. What was the original number of diamonds in the shop? 

6. One pizza is ordered and kept in the kitchen. Four people are playing a game. In due course of 

time each had been to the kitchen once. At the end of play, when they go to the kitchen they find the 

pizza eaten. One of them has eaten. Find out who ate if only one of the following statements is true. 

a. L: M ate it. 

b. M: O ate it. 



c. N: Who me? I did not eat it. 

d. O: I did not eat it. 

7. An artist has exactly seven paintings - T, U, V, W, X, Y and Z - from which she must choose 

exactly five to be in an exhibit. Any combination is acceptable provided it meets the following 

conditions: 

a. If T is chosen, X cannot be chosen. 

b. If U is chosen, Y must also be chosen. 

c. If V is chosen, X must also be chosen. 

a. Which one of the following is an acceptable combination of paintings for inclusion in the exhibit? 

1. TUVXY 

2. TUVYZ 

3. TWXYZ 

4. UVWYZ 

5. UVWXY 

b. If painting T is chosen to be among the paintings included in the exhibit which one of the following 

cannot be chosen to be among the paintings included in the exhibit? 

1. U 

2. V 

3. W 

4. Y 

5. Z 

 

c. Which one of the following substitutions can the artist always make without violating restrictions 

affecting the combination of paintings given that the painting mentioned first was not and the painting 

mentioned second was originally going to be chosen? 

1. T replaces V. 

2. U replaces Y. 

3. V replaces X. 

4. W replaces Y. 

5. Z replaces W. 

d. If the artist chooses painting V to be included among the paintings in the exhibit, which one of the 

following must be true of that combination of paintings? 

1. T is not chosen. 

2. Y is not chosen. 

3. U is chosen. 

4. W is chosen. 

5. Z is chosen. 

8. Tap A alone can fill the tank in 10 minutes. Tap B can fill it in quarter of an hour. Tap C can empty 



a full tank in exactly seven and half minutes. If all the taps are opened simultaneously, will the tank 

ever fill and in how many minutes? 

9. Two coin is flipped. One gets $ 1 on winning. At the end of play, one had won $ 3 and the other 

had won three times. How many games did they play altogether? 

10.  Sorry. NO IDEA!!!!! 

 

 

Infosys dec 26th paper 

 

1) One person went to market to purchase three varieties of chocolates.  

He had purchased 20 items with 20 cents. Fudges are available at 4  

cents each, chaco bars are available at 4 for a penny and gum pints are  

available at 2 a penny. How many of each item he had purchased. 

  

 

2) There is a five digit number, where the third number is one higher  

than the sum of first and second digits. Fourth digit is twice of fifth  

and third digit is twice the fourth. Second digit is five more than the  

first digit. What is the number 

 

  

 

3) A cube, which is painted red on all its sides, is cut into 27 cubes  

with three straight cuts. Now how many cubes have  

 

i)                     No red face 

 

ii)                   One red face 

 

iii)                  Two red faces 

 

iv)                  Three red faces 

 

  

 

4) It is a typical Tap problem. There are two taps, which are used to  

fill the tank and one tap to empty the tank. First tap fill the tank in  

10 min., while the second takes quarter of an hour to fill the tank if  



both are operated independently. Third tap is capable of emptying the  

tank in seven and a half minutes. If all the taps are opened  

simultaneously (when the tank is empty) how long (if ever) will it take 

for the  

tank to get filled completely?  

 

  

 

5) Ten years before, one is seven years more than the "half the age" of  

other. Now the bride’s age is 30 years. And also one is nine-tenths the  

age of other. What is groom’s present age.  

 

  

 

6) Two guys are tossing coin with a bet of $1 for each game. After some  

tosses., one guy earned $3 while the other won three times. How many  

games do they play. 

 

  

 

7) One thief entered a cave where he found a  pile of diamonds. At  

first he thought of taking all. But listening to his conscience he thought  

of taking only half of them. But while returning he picked up two more  

from the pile. After that Second thief entered the cave and bagged half  

of remaining diamonds and picked up two more while returning. Later  

third thief entered and did the same. Even the fourth thief did the same.  

When the fifth thief entered he found only one diamond in the cave. How  

many diamonds are there in the cave at first. 

 

  

 

8) There is one 8 marks analytical question. Which is the easiest  

puzzle I had ever seen. There are in total eight members in the group. 

Five  

members are to be selected from that group. They had given three  

conditions. We have to answer four multiple-choice questions which are 

framed  

based on the above three conditions. In almost all the questions,  



answer can be found out by eliminating the answers from the choices.  

Going  

thru the GRE Barrons analytical section will help. Get the gist of it.,  

rather than trying to solve more and more.  

 

  

 

9) There are four friends, who are speaking about the pizza, which one  

of them ate before. Each one will say one statement and we were given  

that one of them is lying. We have to find out who ate the pizza. Easy  

one.., no need to worry abt. this.  

 

  

 

10) All the above nine puzzles are very easy when compared to this one.  

This is difficult not because of logic but because of its grammer. The  

sentence structure is too complicate. This question reminded me of  

puzzle 127 of sakunthala devi’s Puzzles to Puzzle U.  

 

It goes like this. One couple comes from a party and then stats  

discussing abt. the no. Of women and men in the party. Two statements were  

made by wife to find out the no. Of men and women in the party. I don’t  

remember the statements correctly.  

 

  

 

** 

 

English section: 

 

  

 

Its consists of one reading comprehension passage, fill in the blanks  

based on correct form of tense, fill in the blanks with appropriate word  

among the four choices given, and picking out the wrong statement among  

four given statements. In total forty questions are there and the time  

given is 30 minutes. 

 

 



  

 

***** 

 

Ans of quantitative section.: 

 

  

 

1) 3 fudges (12 cents) , 2 chaco bars ( 0.5 cents) , 15 gum pints ( 7.5  

cents). I guess penny is equal to cent. They had given it to confuse  

us. Cent is in general Russian currency, which is analogy equal to our  

paise. 100 paisa is equal to one rupee and similar to that 100 cents are  

equal to one rouble.  

 

2) 16842 

 

3) 1 no red face., 6 one red face, 12 two red face, and 8 three red  

faces.  

 

4) 30 minutes 

 

5) 27 years 

 

6)  9 games 

 

7) 76 diamonds 

 

 

Latest frequently asking qns  to understand and use in Intrerview and Written Test 

 

========================== 

1.Bird and the train: 

----------------------- 

  

The distance between Station Atena and Station Barcena is 90 miles. A  

train starts from Atena towards Barcena. A bird starts at the same time  

from Barcena straight towards the moving train. On reaching the train,  

it instantaneously turns back and returns to Barcena. The bird makes  

these journeys from Barcena to the train and back to Barcena continuously  



till the train reaches Barcena. The bird finally returns to Barcena and  

rests. Calculate the total distance in miles the bird travels in the  

following two cases:  

(a) the bird flies at 90 miles per hour and the speed of the train is  

60 miles per hour    

 there is no need to consider their meeting pt at all.the train has  

been running for 90miles/(60miles/hr)=1.5hrs.bird flies till train reaches  

destination frm strting pt.so bird flies for1.5hrs at the vel  

given(90).so dist=1.5*90=135miles   

(b) the bird flies at 60 miles per hour and the speed of the train is  

90 miles per hour    

time of train=1hr.so dist of bird=60*1=60miles 

=============================================== 

2.Tennis Championship 

------------------- 

A tennis championship is played on a knock-out basis, i.e., a player is  

out of the tournament when he loses a match.  

(a) How many players participate in the tournament if 15  matches are  

totally played?  

  C u don't need to sum it up.since it's a knock out only 1 person  

emerges winner finally.so15+1=16is answer.becos after15 matches finally we  

shud've 15losers and 1winner. 

    

(b) How many matches are played in the tournament if 50  players  

totally participate?    -> 49.its always one less thn no of players as per  

the idea ive given above.so no need to check okay  cos its always  

true.ans is 49.    

old enough: 

Mark:  

"When I add 4  times my age 4  years from now to 5  times my age 5   

years from now, I get 10  times my current age. How old will I be 3  years  

from now?" 

Let x= current age   

 4(x+4)+5(x+5)=10x  ;so x=Ò 41 years 

================================================= 

  

3.Gold coins: 

---------------- 

A rich merchant had collected many gold coins. He did not want anybody  



to know about them. One day, his wife asked, "How many gold coins do we  

have?"  

After pausing a moment, he replied, "Well! If I divide the coins into  

two unequal numbers, then 37  times the difference between the two  

numbers equals the difference between the squares of the two numbers."  

The wife looked puzzled. Can you help the merchant's wife by finding  

out how many gold  Ò 

  

37(x-y)=x^2-y^2. u no tht x^2-y^2=(x-y)(x+y).so (x-y) cancels on both  

sides to give x+y=37.so sum of unequal halves=37 which is the req  

answer. 

======================================================== 

4.Football Matches 

------------------ 

A set of football matches is to be organized in a "round-robin"  

fashion, i.e., every participating team plays a match against every other 

team  

once and only once.  

If 21  matches are totally played, how many teams participated?   

Ò ans:7 teams okay.for a match u need 2 teams.suppose there r totally  

'n 'teams. 

Now uve to choose 2 teams out of 'n' teams.so answer =no of such  

choices=no. of possible combinations. So we've ans =  

nC2(ncombination2)=21;solve to get n=7. 

Sol: n(n-1)/2=21.  so n=7.if u don't understand c the graph below 

each team plays no. of matches=no of teams ahead of it. One bar '|'  

represents one team. 

| | | | | | | ------------7  

6       5 4 3 2 1       0 -----------21 

 last team is written as 0 matches becos this team has already played  

with all other teams-hence sum of matches =6+5+4+3+2+1=21 which is  

correct only if no of teams =7 

========================================================== 

5. 

--------------------- 

Glenn and Jason each have a collection of cricket balls. Glenn said  

that if Jason would give him 2 of his balls they would have an equal  

number; but, if Glenn would give Jason 2 of his balls, Jason would have 2  

times as many balls as Glenn. How many balls does Jason have?    Ò 14 



1.          G+2=j-2 

2.        2(G-2)=J+2. 

solve these 2 to get  

J=14 

================================================= 

6. 

Monkeys and bananas: 

-------------------------- 

Suppose 8  monkeys take 8  minutes to eat 8  bananas.  

(a) How many minutes would it take 3  monkeys to eat 3  bananas? 

Sol:each mky takes 8 min to eat a banana    

(b) How many monkeys would it take to eat 48  bananas in 48  minutes 

ans:8m=48  m=6   

================================== 

7.Vacation time 

----------------- 

It was vacation time, and so I decided to visit my cousin's home. What  

a grand time we had! In the mornings, we both would go for a jog. The  

evenings were spent on the tennis court. Tiring as these activities  

were, we could manage only one per day, i.e., either we went for a jog or  

played tennis each day. There were days when we felt lazy and stayed  

home all day long.  

Now, there were 12  mornings when we did nothing, 18  evenings when we  

stayed at home, and a total of 14  days when we jogged or played  

tennis. For how many days did I stay at my cousin's place?   

Use sets and venn diagram to solve such questions.a,b ,aub,anb etc. 

12=tennis+leave 

18=jog    +leave 

so jog-tennis=6 

again jog+tennis=14.so solve and get jog=10,leave=8,tennis=4.so tot=22 

================================================= 

8.The Carpenter and the Nails 

---------------------------------- 

A 31" x 31" square metal plate needs to be fixed by a carpenter on to a  

wooden board. The carpenter uses nails all along the edges of the  

square such that there are 32  nails on each side of the square. Each nail  

is at the same distance from the neighboring nails. How many nails does  

the carpenter use?   

Ans= 32*2 + 30*2=124 



================================================= 

9.Old Man Wrinkle 

------------------------ 

Man Wrinkle spent one-fourth of his life as a boy, one-eighth as a  

youth, and one-half as an active man. If Man Wrinkle spent 8 years as an  

old man, then how many years did he spend as an active man? 

(1/4)y+(1/8)y+(1/2)y =p; where y =tot life time. 

y-p=8.since p=(14/16)y 

we've y=64 

active age=32  

=================================================== 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

10 

--------------------- 

A farmer has C chickens.A sack of feed comes for 9 days.As the feed  

cost is increasing the 

farmer sells some chickens and retains 12 chicken.If he reduces the  

feed quantity by 10% .Then 

he observesthat the feed comes for 30 days.What is C? 

sol: 

C chickens can b fed for 9 days.so C chick can eat 1/9 in 1 day. 

                                so 1 chick can eat (1/9C)in one day. 

after his reduction one chick gets to eat only 90% of wht it used to  

eat in one day. 

so new feed value=0.9*(1/9C)for 1day.but now he has only 12 chicks. 

that means as per new rule feed is suitable for 12 chicks for 30 days. 

i.e.  

0.9*(1/9C)*12*30=1.  solve to get C=36 

Ans:36 

================================================= 

  

                                  SHAKUNTALA DEVI 

23. 

++++++++++++++++++ 

to be 10 min earlier means car has been driven for 10 min less thn  

usual. 

i.e 5 min in fwd jrney and 5min in bwd jrny.normally car reaches  

station at 6pm. 

today since it has to drive only 5 min less it reaches at 5:55.since he 



strtd to walk at 5pm.hes been walking till 5:55 since thts wen he sees  

the car.so 55 min 

********************************** 

27. 

+++++++++++++++++ 

  m:n  t1:t2 

ans:(mt2-mt1)/(t1-t2).don't remember how this eq is obtained but its  

given in lower class 

mathematics texts. 

******************************** 

38. 

++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

its not ur mistake tht u don't get this answer.this question of shak  

devi is confusing becos of its grammar. 

actually its a simple one.in the last sentence of the qs wht she means  

is tht there r still 6miles to the crossing 

wen he met train and not tht train has gone 6miles beyond crossing.with  

this idea in mind lemme explainb the solution. 

hes late by 25 min.so if his normal time at crossing is 8am; today he  

reaches at 8:25only .also he meets train 6miles before crossing.tht  

means at tht 

time wen they meet he is 6 miles away frm crossing.his speed is 12m/hr. 

so time at which they must have met shud b 7:55.as per our idea train  

shud b there at the crossing by 8 am.nw its got only 5min to 8am to b at  

the crossing.since crossing and road r parallel train also got to cover  

6 miles to b at crossing. 

so its got 5 min to cover 6 miles.so speed of train=6*12=72m/hr 

*********************************** 

44; 

++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

say he took m kilos of rs32 powder and n kilos of 40 powder.since his  

profit is 25% we have   

125% *cost priceof 1kilo =43.so cost price=rs34.4 for 1kilo of mixture 

but cp of 1 kilo mixture is (32m+40n)/(m+n)=34.4 

solve to get m/n=7/3.so ratio is 7:3.so to get 100kg he shud mix 70kg  

of rs32 and 30 kg of rs40 

************************************* 

77. 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 



The main line train starts at 5.00AM and the harbour line train 

starts at 5.02AM.Each train has the frequency of 10 minutes.If a  

guy goes in the morning at a random time what is the probability 

of he getting main line train? 

sol:a very easy question but may confuse many 

suppose the person arrives at station just after 5am.he has 2 min left  

for the harbr line train. 

that means he gets hrbr line train if he arrives at any time bet 5 and  

5:02am.but if he arrives 

after 5:02 am next train is at 5:10am(given freq is 10 min).tht means  

he can arrive at any time 

bet 5:02 and 5:10am to catch it.so he has 8 minutes(5:10-5:02)at his  

disposal.s prob of getting 

main line train=8/freq and tht of harbr train=2/freq. 

freq=10. 

so prob=0.8--main line 

" "  " =0.2--harb line 

Ans: 0.8 

*********************************888 

98 

+++++++++++++ 

wen he covers one circumference of the post he covers a height of 4  

feet.but since he covers the circumference spirally,he must have travelled  

more thn 4feet to reach tht height.apply pythagoras theorem to get 

root of(4square+3square)=5.i hope u understand this.the dist travelled  

by squirrel is the hypotenuse of right angled triangle with 3 as base  

and 4 as height.so he actually climbs 5 feet to reach a height of  

4feet.so inorder to reach 16 feet he climbs 20 feet. 

ans :20 feet 

************************ 

 

Qs.101 

+++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Start thinking in the right direction. The catch is in the no. 11. 

The sum has to be a whole no divisible by 11(clr frm  

question).moreoverjust assume tht a persons age can't be more than 

150(worst case).so sum  

can't b greater than 300 i.e. sum of ages is not more than a 3 digit  



no.now if a person is to marry his age won't b a single digit no.that  

means we can eliminate ages upto 9.i.e we can eliminate the maximum sum  

obtained from one digit nos i.e 18. 

Hence we can eliminate the possibility of sum =11 which is less than  

18.so focus on 2digit sums first.consider sums divisible by 11 frm 55  

only.becos even if they were equal aged we can c they r definitely mature  

enuf to marry(55/2).our assumption is valid only if a sensible person  

is putting the question becos he may be thinking of child marriage also. 

Since given husband is SENIOR they can't b equal aged also.wen we  

eliminate each possibility starting frm 55 we can fix upon a sum of 

99.once  

we get this its quite easy na. 

Note tht the difference bet their ages is a factor of 99. 

So we have sum =99 and diff=9 

So ages are 54 and 45. 

**************************** 

----------------- 

108 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++= 

let initital length of candles be z 

rate of burn of each is z/5 and z/4 

consider tht each has been burning for 't' hrs wen light came. 

at tht time if length remaining of the smaller candle is y 

then tht of bigger one is 4y. 

eq1: (z/5)*t=z-4y 

eq2: (z/4)*t=z-y 

divide eq1 and eq 2 to liminate 't' and L.H.S 'z'.now we get a rel bet  

z,y frm R.H.S 

now we know z=ky wer k is evaluated frm above.we alkso know z burns in  

4 hrs for smaller candle. 

so z-y i.e z-(z/k) burns in how many hrs.we get 3.75 hrs. 

*************************************** 

114. 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

one day food of cow and horse is 1/40:  c+h=1/40----1 

"         "     horse " sheep is 1/60:  h+s=1/60----2 

"         "     cow   " sheep is 1/90:  c+s=1/90----3 

add each eq   to get 2(c+h+s)=(1/40+1/60+1/90). 



combined one day's work is c+h+s.time taken to finish=1/(c+h+s). 

 

*********************************************** 

Qs.10 

========= 

extra distance covered by thief=27* dist covered by him in each stride. 

given tht dist cov by policeman in 2steps and thief in 5 steps r  

same.let it b "y". 

thief covers  y/5 and police y/2 dist in each step respectively. 

also given: time of 5 steps of police=time of 8 steps of thief.let time  

taken be 1 unit for this-----(assumption1) 

          

         so dist cov in 5steps of police =5y/2 in unit time----eq(1) 

            dist  "     8  "   "   thief =8y/5 "   "    "  ----eq(2) 

let the common time of run of both(i.e.excluding the time for 27 steps  

of thief) be "t" units, 

now we know ;to catchup with the thief police has to cover the same  

distance totally 

 coverd by thief which is equal to 

     27steps* dist per step of thief + dist run by him for the time  

t(which is no of steps it time "t" * y/5) 

i.e.     27 *(y/5)                    + (8y/5)*t ------eq(3) 

                                       {frm eq(2)} 

total dist covered by police=t*(5y/2)----eq(4) 

we know eq(3)=eq(4) 

so 27y/5 + 8yt/5 = 5yt/2;  y gets cancelled.u get t=6units. 

in unit time we know police takes 5 steps and thief tkes 8steps frm  

(assumption1). 

so in 6 units of time police takes 5*6=30 steps. 

""       "         "  thief     "  8*6=48 steps.thief has taken totally  

48+27=75steps. 

so 30 steps is taken by police to catch thief. 

------------------------------------------------------- 

Qs.30 

====== 

let radius of hind wheel(bigger) =R 

 "   "    fore wheel(smaller)    =r 

 

first case: 



let No of rot of hind wheel = N 

so  "          " fore  "    = N+4 

therefore 2*pi*R*N = 2*pi*r*(N+4)=96-----------eq(1) 

second case: 

since radius changes no of rot to cover same dist changes. 

let No of rot of hind wheel = n 

so  "          " fore  "    = n+2 

therefore 2*pi*(4/3)*R*n = 2*pi*(3/2)*r*(n+2)=96-----eq(2) 

L.H.S of eq(1)/ L.H.S of eq(2) =96/96=1 

  i.e. R*N=(4/3)*R*n. 

so 3N=4n------eq(3) 

do the same for R.H.S of eq(1),eq(2) to get 2(N+4)=3(n+2).put eq (3) to  

get n=6 

put in eq(2) to get circumference(i.e 2pi*r)=8,12 for fore and hind  

wheel. 

----------------------------------------- 

Qs.37 

=========== 

     4:05 

         B-----------------M-------T 

       <-------y--------><--p--->  

B=Bangalore, T= Tumkur,M=meeting point 

y= distance BM 

p= distance MT 

Vbt=velocity of guy frm B to T 

Vtb=  "          "      T to B 

let time at which they reach their destinations be "t".total dist cov  

by both is same since route is same. 

so 

1. Vbt*t=Vtb(t-2hrs) becos TB guy strtd 2hrs after BT guy 

time bet 2 pm and 4:05pm =2 and 5/60 hrs 

"  "     12 o'clk "  "   =4 and 5/60 hrs. 

consider dist covered by each in reaching M. 

2. Vtb * (2 and 5/60)=p  and Vbt * (4 and 5/60) =y 

also consider the rem dist to b covered by each after meeting. 

3. Vtb * (t-2and 5/60))=y  and Vbt * (t-4and 5/60)=p 

so we have 

1. Vbt*t=Vtb(t-2hrs) 

2. Vtb * (2 and 5/60)=p  and Vbt * (4 and 5/60) =y 



3. Vtb * (t-2and 5/60))=y  and Vbt * (t-4and 5/60)=p 

L.H.S of eq(2)=R.H.s of eq(3) 

R.H.S of es(2)=L.H.S of eq(3). 

3 equations 3 unknowns.solve to get t 

---------------------------------- 

Qs.65 easy one but remmeber this may b difficult for sum people.so u  

have an advantage 

============== 

each shud get the cost of 25 sheeps to make equal money.since i have 30  

sheeps i must give radha the price of 5 to make it 25 each. 

so cost of 5 sheep =150 i.e cost per sheep=30. 

--------------------------------------- 

Qs.104 

======= 

1. o+y+c=100 

2. 3o+2y+0.5c=100 

  

best of luck to all 

 

 

INFOSYS QUESTIONS   mail received on 13 Dec 2004 

 

2. Similar to centigrade and farenheit, there are two other types A and B. Their equivalents were shown below. 

At what value both are equal. 

                  A          B 

14                26 

133            87 

  

3. Every man dances with 3 women and every woman dances with 3 men.And also 2 men have 2 women in 

common in the party.  How many people attended the party? 

  

4.  Out of the three person, Annie,Dany,Fany, there is a murderer. 

      Annie said” I haven’t killed” 

      Dany said “ Fanny is lying” 

      Fanny said “ Dany is the killer” 

 Out of three, only one person is telling the truth. Who is the Killer? 

  



5. A family missed the flight. Elder brother told that if we were late by 6 hours, we would have been…….1/5
th
 

of the time from midnight………… 

  

6. There are 4 people a, b, c and d. There are four cards placed before them on the table. The cards have 2 

colours ( 1 on each side.). No card has the same colour on 2 sides. There are 2 red coloured sides, 2 green and 2 

yellow coloured sides. All the four people saw their card's hidden colour and comment on it as follows: 

    A:  Either Green or Blue. 

    B:  Neither Green nor Blue. 

    C:  Blue or Yellow. 

    D:  Blue or Yellow. 

Exactly 2 of them are lying. Find the hidden colours of all four if the open colour of a. b. c & d are red, green, 

yellow and blue respectively. 

  

7. Find the next number in the series: 

  

2,4,6,8,12,12,20,16,__ 

3,7,13,13,26,33,66,__ 

  

8. In a Cricket match, 100 Teams are participating. How many matches are necessary to decide the winner. 

  

9. A series of 7 people, T,U,V,W,X,Y,Z.  Different groups can be formed with the following conditions: 

i)        If  T is there, then X shouldn’t be there. 

ii)       If  U is there, then Y should be there. 

iii)     If V is not there, X should be there. 

  

Set of four questions were asked based on the conditions. 

  

10. A cyclist go two third of the route in  cycle. Due to puncture, he walked the remaining distance. He walked 

as much time as he travelled in cycle. How many times faster he travelled in cycle when compared with that of 

his walking speed.?  

 

 

REALLY VERY GOOD INFOSYS INTERVIEW SESSION WITH GOOD OPTIONAL ANSWER 

 

The interview is behavioral interview. one of the 

persons was youngand the other old.the younger 1 will 

make u feel easy. but the older 1 just stares at u. 

They gave me a puzzle . i was not able to solv it. but 



i WAS SPEKING OUT WAT I THOUGHT IN MY MIND. 

THE INTERVIEW : 

HR:WAT DID U DO LAST 6 MONTHS? 

ME:concentrating on c, c++, java and communication 

skills. 

 

HR:wat did u do to improve ur communication skills? 

ME:read HINDU and some personality development books . 

 

HR: which part did u like the most in HINDU? 

ME:editorial 

 

HR(older 1); who is ur favorite writer? 

ME:i donno sir. I was just concentarting on articles 

and the languge they use. 

  

HR(older 1): did u write any articles? 

ME; I thought of writing, but I was not  abe to . when 

i compare my language with the ones in LETTER TO 

EDITORIAL, i felt that i am not upto the mark. 

  

HR: wat else were u concentrating when u read the news 

paper? 

ME;vocublary 

 

H R(younger): common , u can get vocublary thru 

barrons why editorial? 

ME; I dont think so. IN barrons we can have only 

words, but the context of the words can be got thru 

raeding news papers and practise. 

 

hrOLDER); wat was ur role in ur project and how did u 

handle it? 

ME; blah .... blah...(but was honest) 

HR; think of a topic a nd talk abt 2 min? 

ME; INDIAN cricket  

( and we had a good debate. wat i feel is they 

concentrate on how we support ourselves. be reasonable 

while making any statements) 



then the interview was over . 

 

 

INFOSYS paper held on 28th nov AND INTERVIEW  SESSION 

 
QUESTIONS 

 

1. One-third of the persons in front of me together with 3/4th of the 

 

persons behind me equals the total number of the persons in the 

 

 merry go round. find the total number. 

 

  

 

2. A bus has a maximum speed of 100 km/h.  With 3 people, the bus 

 

 moves at a speed of 88 km/h.  With 6 people what would be the  

velocity 

 

 if the bus' speed decreases proportionately with the number of  

people  

 

 in the bus. 

 

   

 

3.  In an island, natives always lie and visitors always tell the  

 

truth.   

 

  I met a salesman in a hotel in the island.  I wanted to know  

whether  

 

the  

 

  salesman was a native or a visitor.  For that, instead of directly  

 

asking 



 

   him,  I asked him to  ask a woman sitting in the nearby table  

 

whether  

 

   she is a native or a visitor.  The salesman asked the woman and  

said 

 

   " she said she is a visitor".  Is it possible to find whether the  

 

salesman          

 

   was   a visitor or a native? If so, what is he? 

 

4. 

 

      There are 3 teachers and 6 subjects.  Some conditions like 

 

     when the biology teacher was playing cards with the geography  

 

teacher, 

 

     the history teacher was in class. Te1 and  the geography teacher 

 

     are neighbours ....... 

 

5. There are 4 persons Tom, Dick,Jack and Al who were fishing.  Tom 

 

      had more fishes than Jack.  Tom and Jack together fished the  

same 

 

      as Al and Dick.  Tom and Al together had fished more than Dick  

 

and  

 

      Jack. Give the list in descending order of number of  

 

fishes.(There  

 



      was another condition that confirms that Dick > Al). 

 

  

 

  

 

6. A 1 k.m. long wire is held by n poles.  If one pole is removed,  

the  

 

length 

 

    of the gap increases by 5/3 metres.  What is the number of poles  

 

    initially? 

 

       

 

  

 

7.     I left home early in the morning and returned back in the  

 

afternoon.  

 

       The speciality that i noted was that when i returned, the  

minute  

 

hand 

 

       was where the hour hand was in the morning and the hour hand  

was  

 

2  

 

       minutes away from where the minute needle was in the morning.  

 

When did i  

 

       return? 

 



  

 

8.   There was a problem from previous question papers, something like 

 

      "There are 5 persons A,B,C,D,E and there are 5 langauges,  

 

Spanish, 

 

      Portuguese, Italian, English and French.  One person knows  

 

      5 languages, one knew 4, one knew 3, one knew 2 and one only  

one. 

 

      A and B switch to Spanish when D comes because he doesn't know 

 

      English. The most common language was spanish.  Three knew  

 

spanish.. 

 

       ................." 

 

           

 

              

 

9.   There was a problem like this: 

 

             A,B,C,D,E,F make one statement each. 

 

       A  :    ..... 

 

       B  :   Today is a saturday 

 

       C  :   No, he lies. Today is not a saturday. 

 

       D  :   Tomorrow is neither a saturday nor a friday 

 

       E  :    ...... 

 



       F  :    Today is a Friday 

 

             Only one statement among them was true. 

 

Then what is today??? 

 

       

 

10.  A question like this: 

 

              There is an island where a festival by name wishart is  

 

held. Given, 

 

     the 1st of march 1972 is a wednesday, .....( I didn't have any  

 

time to  

 

     completely read the problem) 

 

    ENGLISH        45 questions                          

 

* reading comprehension (it was damm easy) 

 

* tense form substitution 

 

* selecting wrong sentence from  given statements 

 

* selecting appropriate words and phrases from options  

 

INTERVIEW 

 

Interview was on next day. 

 

HR PPL were very cool 

 

Questions were like 

 

Tell me abt ur self 



 

About ur +ve point and give any example of that 

 

 Then some question regarding hobbies 

 

And then they asked have ever participated in any group activity? 

 

As I am fresher they asked me wat were u doing till now ?? 

 

And any creative work u did in past one year 

 

Then some they asked me 3 puzzles 

 

1)First one was the same puzzle from shankutla devi (four rungs  

problem) 

 

2)Then second one was to arrange some footballs on the footballs  

arranged as below 

 

  

 

                         * 

 

                        * * 

 

                       * * * 

 

6 footballs are arranged like this 

 

how many footballs u need to make a pyramid 

 

  

 

3) 

 

u r given 6 match sticks,equal size, how will u make four equilateral  

triangles?? 

 

  



 

Then they asked about my negative point 

 

As I told my negative point and positive point in the first question 

 

Then they asked any other negative point u having 

 

I said "no" sir 

 

Then person said wat if , if I gonna ask frm one of ur frnds  

 

Wat will he or she say 

 

I said they will say the same 

 

Then they said that's means u have only one negative point 

 

All are positive ones  

 

I said "yes sir" 

 

They said "excellent" 

 

Then they asked me u wanna ask any thing 

 

I asked "I got selected then wat will be my role and responsibilities? 

 

They answered the question  

 

And said u can go. 

 

 

 

31
St 
OCT Infy paper 

 

1. There were 4 ppl names starting with a,b,c,d. Also the professions also starting with a,b,c,d. ther were 

conditions like … 

atleast one has his name starting with same letter as his profession but not all.   

D and b has exactly one letter same in their names. 



I cant recall what was their names and professions… but this question was the easiest one. (previous 

one *) 

      4 marks 
 

2.  Hardware store is closed only on Mondays, grocery is closed on tue, shoe shop is closed on Thursday, bank 

is open only on mon, wed and Friday. Each A B C D go to these places on one particular day ,based on the 

following statements made by them find who went where. (Previous one *)8 marks 

A: D & I wanted to go earlier in the week but we couldn’t find a day where we could    

     both go our places 

B: I didn’t wanna come 2day but tommorow I can’t do what I wanted to 

 

C: I could have gone yesterday or tommorow 

D: I could have gone yesterday or the day before as well as today 

 

Easy one they all meet on 2 days wed and Friday now use all conditions and eliminate the impossible day. Wed 

is the day. Now find who went where.  

 

3. Find the weights A B C        6 marks  

      Easy but little tricky 

                                 

                                             5m                     7m       

                                                       

                                   

                      3m    2m 

 

 

      2   2.5 

 

 

 

The weight balances exactly find A B C 

 

4 One of four people killed somebody. Find the culprit based on the arguments of the four 

 

Joe : “Jack did it” 

Jack: “Gail did it” 

 Sally: “I didn’t do it” 

Gail : With a very innocent voice, “jack lied when he said that I did it.”(previous one * ) 

 

5.) five thiefs went to a house to steal some gold coins. The first sole 1/2 of the gold coins and took 2 more. The 

second took half the remaining and two more. Like this third, fourth and when the fifth came no coins were 

remaining. Find total number of coins originally present. (previous one *)5 marks 

 

6.) One problem like fulgunj is south of amargunj, balgunj is north of fulgunj but west of sil gunj, like this some 

8-10 confusing statements and then 4 questions,this was time taking and tough. I think u will get this sum in 

barrons GRE old edition.  8 marks  

15lb
45 lbs 

C 

A B 

80 lb 



 

7.) The clocks r back by 1 hr so as to mark the end of summer in a town. Mr Sanyal had to take an appointment 

from Dr Mathur for the next morning. He called the doctor when the clock strucked 10 times, Mr sanyals clock 

strikes every second. The Dr said come after 11 hrs. Find the time when sanyal went to the doctor. 4 marks 

 

8) Put one digit before 15 and one digit after 15 and find out how many such numbers are divisible by 15. 3 

marks 
 

 

 

9) Mrs Dasgupta went to the market and bought some shoes, four times as many socks and 8 times as many ties 

as shoes.The total money she spent was Rs3.24. Find how many socks she bought if the price of each item was 

equal to the number of items of that kind she bought. 6 marks 

 

10) This question is abt venn diagrams and it starts with a family who have some children and their likes and 

dislikes of vegetables easy one.. 

 

INFOSYS paper on 28/11 hyderabad 
 
Q's. 
----------------------- 
1. Rahul took part in a cycling game with many 
othersin a circular closed circuit. After pedaling for 
several minutes, he found that 1/3th of the cyclists 
ahead of him added to the 3/4th of the cyclists behind 
him 
together gives the total cyclists. How many were 
participating in the race? 
(This od from prev papers. ans may be 13 or 14)                          
marks:3 
2. A bus goes with a max speed of 100 kmph with 7 
passengers. speed decreases proportionally...... and 
its max speed is 88 with 3 paasengers. what is the max 
speed when 6 persons are boarding?            marks:3 
3.fishing problem. T's fishes r more than J. between 
them, A and D's fishes r equal to T and J. A and J are 
less than T's and D's.... find order in descendant 
......                                    marks:3 
4. three lecturers myers,mitchel and m...; they r 
teaching Eng,french,History,Maths,and 2 more 
subjects.. some conditions r given. each teaches 2 
sub. who teaches what?                        marks:6 
it is a easy prob. 
5.Five students A,B,C,D,E.  
when conversation started B,C were speaking 
english.When D join them they shifted to Spanish.A,E 
knows French .B,E knows Italian.Portoguese was known 



to there of them.Spanish was the most common language 
between them.  
one of them knows five languages.  one of them knows 
four languages.  
one of them knows there languages. one of them knows 
two languages.  
one of them knows only one languages.  
(a) A knows ? 4 options (b) B knows ? 4 options (c) C 
knows ? 4 options  
(d) E knows ? 4 options 
(Prev problem)                                                marks:6 
6.Q: 9. A,B,C,D,E,F make the following statements 
A: Day before yesterdayafter was friday or saturday.  
B: You are wrong, today is saturday 
C: Neither friday nor saturday or sunday;   
D: tomorrow is saturday 
E: day after tomorrow is Friday;   
F:  
(i forgotten conds.plz check from others) 
Whos is correct and what day is it?                                    
marks:6 
7.in one island native r liers and visitors to that 
land r truth telers. shadow talks to a salesman. and 
he wanna know whether tha salesman is native or 
visitor. he indirectly ask him by showing a lady at 
another table in hotel to ask whether she is a native 
or visitor. The sales man enquired and told to shadow 
as " she says she is a visitor". who is saleman?                        
             
      marks:6 
8.One whupie function problem. the day is in feb aster 
saturday blah blah.blah.... 
( Little bit of concentration is req'd. u can solve.)       
                  marks:8 
9. 1km wire are ......supported on some x poles. if 
one pole is deleted the length between each poles is 
incremented by 1 2/3 times. how many poles r there 
initially.                              marks:3 
10.one hell of time problem. the hour hand moves 2 min 
and min hand is coincide with hour hand. 
wht is the time?                                                marks:6 
 
Ans for some probs. plz check iam not confident of 
this solution.. 
try on ur own. bcas i am a defeated soldier in battle 
field. 
 



1. (1/3)x = (3/4)y x/y=9/4  x=9 y=4  ahead 9 behind 4 
so tot 4+9+1=14 
2.100=7x+y;   88=3x+y; by solving we get x=3 y=79. 
?=6x+y ==> 6*3+79=97kmph 
3.d>t>j>a 
4.i forgotten  
5. a d c c 
6.wednesday 
7.visitor 
8. sorry 
9. 1000/x = (x-1) 5/3 
u get x^2 - x - 600=0 
x=25,-24 
so toal poles 26. 
10. sorry 
 

 
 

Infy test held in chennai on 28th Nov and attended the interview on 29th afternoon.   

 

1. One-third of the persons in front of me together with 3/4th of the 

persons behind me equals the total number of the persons in the 

 merry go round. find the total number. 

soln: 

                   (number in front = number behind = total number -1) 

         so, 

                   (1/3)(n-1) + (3/4)(n-1) = n 

       

                         n=13 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2. A bus has a maximum speed of 100 km/h.  With 3 people, the bus 

 moves at a speed of 88 km/h.  With 6 people what would be the velocity 

 if the bus' speed decreases proportionately with the number of people  

 in the bus. 

   

soln: 

                     At 100 kmph, only driver is in the bus. 

               

                          persons        speed 

             

                              1                 100      

                              1+2             100 - 6*2 = 88 kmph 

                              1+5             100 - 6*5 = 70 kmph 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.  In an island, natives always lie and visitors always tell the truth.   

  I met a salesman in a hotel in the island.  I wanted to know whether the  



  salesman was a native or a visitor.  For that, instead of directly asking 

   him,  I asked him to  ask a woman sitting in the nearby table whether  

   she is a native or a visitor.  The salesman asked the woman and said 

   " she said she is a visitor".  Is it possible to find whether the salesman          

   was   a visitor or a native? If so, what is he? 

soln: 

                    The possible combinations for the salesman and the  

     woman are  

                                        salesman         woman 

                          1.             T            T                 (Y) 

                          2              F            T                 (N) 

                          3.             T            F                 (Y) 

                          4.             F            F                 (N) 

    if 4, 

          then woman and salesman should have lied. so, the woman should 

     have said  "i am a native",  but she would be a visitor.(contradictory with  

      assumption that W-F) 

    if 3, 

          then woman had lied and salesman says the truth. so, the woman 

     should have said "i am a visitor", but she was a native. (acceptable) 

    if 2, 

          then woman says the truth and salesman lied.  so the woman should 

    have said "i am a native" , but she was a visitor.(contradictory with 

    assumption that W-T) 

    if 1, 

           then  woman and salesman say the truth. so both  are visitors. 

     (acceptable). 

          so, only 1 and 3 are acceptable   (T, T) and (T,F). In both cases, 

     the salesman says the truth and is a visitor. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4. A 1 k.m. long wire is held by n poles.  If one pole is removed, the length 

    of the gap increases by 5/3 metres.  What is the number of poles  

    initially? 

soln: 

                         if n poles, 

                                  (n-1) gaps of each 1000/(n-1) width 

                         if n-1 poles, 

                                   (n-2) gaps of each 1000/(n-2) width 

                    

             so, 

                     1000/(n-2) - 1000/(n-1) = 5/3  

                     1000(1/(n-2) -1/(n-1)) = 5/3 

                     1000(1/((n-1)(n-2))) = 5/3 

                     (n-1)(n-2) =(3/5) * 1000 = 600 

             as 600 = 25 * 24 



                      n-1 = 25,     n=26  poles 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

5.   There are 4 persons Tom, Dick,Jack and Al who were fishing.  Tom 

      had more fishes than Jack.  Tom and Jack together fished the same 

      as Al and Dick.  Tom and Al together had fished more than Dick and  

      Jack. Give the list in descending order of number of fishes.(There  

      was another condition that confirms that Dick > Al). 

soln: 

                               T   >   J 

                          A + D  =  T + J   ---------(1) 

                          A + T   >  D + J  ---------(2) 

                From (1), 

                       T = A + D - J 

        substitute above in (2), 

         A + ( A + D - J )  > D + J 

                     A + A - J > J 

                         A + A > J + J 

                             2A  >  2J 

                                A > J                  

         So, 

                 the list is Tom, Dick, Al, Jack 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

6.     I left home early in the morning and returned back in the afternoon.  

       The speciality that i noted was that when i returned, the minute hand 

       was where the hour hand was in the morning and the hour hand was 2  

       minutes away from where the minute needle was in the morning. When did i  

       return? 

soln:           ( I could not figure out the time) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

7.   There was a problem from previous question papers, something like 

      "There are 5 persons A,B,C,D,E and there are 5 langauges, Spanish, 

      Portuguese, Italian, English and French.  One person knows  

      5 languages, one knew 4, one knew 3, one knew 2 and one only one. 

      A and B switch to Spanish when D comes because he doesn't know 

      English. The most common language was spanish.  Three knew spanish.. 

       ................." 

          Four questions, each with 4 options were given.  Answers could 

      quite easily be deducted from the conditions  

              (8 mark question) 

           Putting up a table like this would help 

                        Eng    Por  Spa    Ita     Fre 

          A             y       n       y  

          B                                                  n 

          C               

          D             n 



          E             n       y       n        y         n  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

              

8.   There was a problem like this: 

             A,B,C,D,E,F make one statement each. 

       A  :    ..... 

       B  :   Today is a saturday 

       C  :   No, he lies. Today is not a saturday. 

       D  :   Tomorrow is neither a saturday nor a friday 

       E  :    ...... 

       F  :    Today is a Friday 

             Only one statement among them was true. 

      The  logic is that statements by B and C cannot be both false at  

     the same time.   So, one among them is true.  Assuming B to be true, 

     another one of the conditions proved to be true that is contradictory.  

     So, C is the one who says the truth.  From the other conditions,  

     the day was a Friday. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

9.    A question like this: 

             There are 3 teachers and 6 subjects.  Some conditions like 

     when the biology teacher was playing cards with the geography teacher, 

     the history teacher was in class. Te1 and  the geography teacher 

     are neighbours ....... 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

10.  A question like this: 

              There is an island where a festival by name wishart is held. Given, 

     the 1st of march 1972 is a wednesday, .....( I didn't have any time to  

     completely read the problem) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 (I solved 7 questions correctly - except 6,9,10) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                          ENGLISH 

              45 questions composed in 

                         * reading comprehension 

                         * tense form substitution 

                         * selecting wrong sentence from 4 given statements 

                         * selecting correct statement from 2 statements 

                         * selecting appropriate words and phrases from options  

                            to fill in blanks 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                       INTERVIEW  

I attended the interview  the very next day. 

Some questions that i faced were 

      

     *  Tell me about yourself (lasted a few minutes) 

     *  Tell something about yourself apart from what is in the profile 



     *  You and your friend who is more talented than you are in a team. 

         The team leader doesn't like your friend. He promotes you instead 

         of your friend who better deserves it.  What would be your 

         reaction to this? 

      * You are a team leader.  Your friend and a person in the team whom 

         you dislike have conflictive opinions about an issue.  But your  

         friend's opinion is correct. How would you react to the situation? 

               (They gave me a sheet of paper. They were observant on the procedure 

            I followed while I solved the problem)    

      *  X sold an article to Y.  Y gave X Rs.20.  X gives the 20 rupee 

         to Z and gets change.  He gives  Rs.12 back to Y.  Y left with the 

         article.  Now Z comes back to X and says that the 20 rupee note 

         was counterfiet and demanded refund.  X gave 20 rupees to Z. 

         Now, if X had been selling the article at 100% profit, how much 

         has X lost in the whole transaction? 

         

                      Soln:    12 rupees + cost price of article 

                               = 12 rupees + 4 rupees (bcoz 100% profit) 

                               = 16 rupees.     

      *  There are two hour glasses.  One can measure 8 minutes.  The other 

         can measure 11 minutes.  Can you measure exactly 10 minutes with 

         them.    

                     Soln:    "not possible"  was the answer that i told them after  

                                 trying out. i felt so. 

      *  Do you have anything to ask us? 

 

              The panel had 2 members. Others had 3 too.  The interviewers were quite co-operative. 

          Questions were very direct and shot more than one at a time. Almost an interesting conversation 

 

 
The question paper for infosys on 28

th
 Nov MORNING BATCH is 

 

1. I was sitting in a merry-go-round. 1/3 of the people in front of me, added to 3/4of those behind me, gives 

the total number of people in the merry-go-round. How many people were there? 

 

2. A van has maximum speed of 100kmph. The van can accommodate a maximum of 7 persons. If the 

speed of the van is 88kmph, which has 3 persons, then calculate the speed of the van with 6 people? 

3. There 3 Mitchell, Morgan, Myers teachers who teach bio, maths, eng, his, eco, French of which each 

teach 2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

The conditions are  

• The bio teacher and the maths teacher neighbors 

• The French teacher and Mitchell spend lunch time by playing games 

• Mitchell is the youngest of the 3.they all start together from the college 

• Myers, the Bio teacher (the statement is not complete I can remember only this much) 

Find who taught what subjects? 

 



4. There few men fishing they are AL, Dick, Jack, Tom 

Tom had more the dick 

Al and dick had same as tom and jack 

Al and jack had some less than tom and dick 

So find who has more and less, write in the descending order? 

 

 

5. There are A, B, C, D, E, F students they speak one are more than one of english, itali, french, Spanish, 

portueges, 

               B, Cspeak English. But after d joins they have Spanish as the common language 

   Spanish is most common language 

    A, B, E have French as common language 

    C, E has Italian as common language  

    3 speak portueges 

    Out of all 1=all speaks 5 Langs, 1= speaks 4 Langs, 1= speaks 3 Langs, 1= speaks 2 Langs, 

     1= speaks 1 language? 

  

6. There are friends who like 2 talk about some topics 

• A said the day before yesterday is either Friday\Saturday 

• B said no u r wrong, today is Saturday 

• C said no today is not Saturday nor Sunday or Monday 

• D said the tomorrow is Tuesday 

• E said the day after tomorrow is either Saturday\Sunday 

Find out what is the day today? . All r liars except 1 (I’m not sure of what D said) 

 

7. Shadow was in an island where the visitors speak lie and the native spoke the truth. He wanted to know 
what was salesman ‘s identity to ask him indirectly he said the salesman to enquire the lady who was 

sitting in the opposite whether she was a native\visitor? . In reply the salesman told that the lady said 

that she was a visitor. So what do u think would have been the salesman’s identity? (THIS IS A 

PROBLEM SIMILAR TO STRANGER IN THE NIGHT –BY RAVI NIRULA) 

8. This was a reasoning which was very difficult (8 marks) I’m not able recollect the words it was 

something about the gathering 2 b held. 

9. There some no. of lampposts at equal distance. If 1 lamppost is less than the initial the distance was 

increased by 1(2/3). How many lampposts were there? 

10.  There some 2people (P, Q) talking to each other about the arrival time. P said to Q when I was here u 

left. …(Some talking). Then Q says here is a teaser when I started the hour hand =right on position of 

minute hand, when I came back hour hand =2min ahead of position of the minute hand. So at what time 

in the afternoon I arrived? 

  

 
Infy interview pattern 

 

interview lasts 4 10-15 mints.in my case there were 2 persons.they were very cool and asked me to relax  coz i was little 

nervous. 

  

1.tell us something interesting about urself . 



A: i talked about my education. 

  

2.now about ur extra-curricular activities .say about dancing ? 

A:Yes , I like dancing very much. 

  

3.What r the things necessary 4 a good dancer ? 

A:_Expression,movements,understanding the lyrics. 

  

4.What attracts u to dancing? 

A:Music,rhythm. 

  

5.Now about Debates.What topics did u speak in debates? 

A:I can't recall all. some were related to education ,some were social topics. 

  

6.What was the topic related to education? 

A:Whether literacy is necessary for Politicians. 

  

7.If u r made the Head of Education Council of India , What changes will u bring about so as to improve the quality and 

efficiency  of future engineers  ? 

A: I wud see that more importance is given to practical aspects.syllabus may be modified eg   4 comp sc students, 

 instead of teaching out dated languages , those in demand in the industry shud be taught.and 4 that quality 

teachers shud b  recruited.(I said little more elaborately on that but this was the jest) 

  

8.Be more specific.What exactly can be changed about the study pattern to ensure the efficiency? 

A:teachers shud try to develop reading habits in students.In India we students don't do much of reading. Most of us only 

go thru the syllabus. Instead of loading students with a burden of assignments,they shud be given a particular topic to 

study and read about in a fixed time, say in one day find out about this Xyz topic. they will then go to  library or search thru 

net and in this way learn something outside the syllabus.  

  

9.How will u ensure they r reading ? 

A:By holding tests on that topic. 

  

10.Now about sports.What sports did u play? 

  

and so on ...... 

  

some other qs were 

11.Tell us about Arunachal Pradesh.(my college is there) 

12.what r the industries that can  b promoted there? 

13.what r the problems u face there? 

14.how will u arrange a trip 4 four days to AP? 

15.ur final yr project in layman's language.did u test it? 

  

Lastly a puzzle. 

  



U and I have a 100m race.U beat me by 10 m. I request u to have the race again.but this time i stand 10m ahead of u.we 

run at the same speed as we ran b4.what will be the results ? 

  

A:i said that we will reach at the same time coz time taken by me to cover 100m is same as the time taken by u to cover 

90m. 

  

At this reponse the person didn't look very convinced and asked me to think again and answer.I thot 4 a while and gave 

the same answer, 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 




